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I AM always you but you must know it, and in knowing you become immortal.
(From Immortality by Patricia Jepsen)
Immortality is available at the University (www.melchizedeklearning.com).
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A Message from Sananda
A world leader is about to emerge. He will carry my stream of Light. He will
sunlight this planet and bring offerings of pure gold to the people. He will lift hearts
and heal the impoverished one with new hope. His light will carry to many planets
as well. He will guide and direct and he will supervise the preparation for the
Christ emerging form.
You will not see him as a leader but as a politician. Rightfully so, because he needs
to be protected now as he gains strength in agreement with my Divine Will. His
wife also is a messenger of light and she is appointed with him to carry the Flame.
And his children are the children of the sacred New World. My sons will come forth
and serve together in the Office of the Christ and this will be my time of greeting.
With this I close.
I AM Sananda
Solem Aum Solen
September 30, 2008

The University of Melchizedek is designed to awaken and expand
consciousness and to initiate the planet into Life-Light.
The
Melchizedek Records given through Crystal (Patricia Jepsen) open cords
of Spirit and reintroduce the Life Circuit of our Universe Creator, Christ
Michael. Under the supervision of Saint Germain and the Master K.H,.
entering the University is a passageway into Higher Mind and the levels
of consciousness we call ascension.
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The Solar Union of God and Man
The reunion of God and man (consciousness) is taking place. Without this union the
Earth would fall. The Master Plan for the Earth planet is harmony and all must come
to this without force or killing. When you know your heart center or Christ Center,
you know the key to harmony with all life. And this the Creator plans for not only
people, but all life in all kingdoms. You must care for one another in all directions of
Being. Omnipresence is not just a word; it is the Allness of Being in expression
through all life from the smallest to the grandest. Then can you live in comfort and
in light. This is the Resurrection.
Be at peace, My children, we are one.

The Second Coming of the Lord
There are several, if not numerous, versions, theories and revelations concerning the
meaning of the “Second Coming.” Some say that Jesus as the Christ will return to
gather up those who have accepted Him as Lord. Others speak about the Christ
within—that this living seed of God’s presence will flame up cause many to ascend.
Many see the Second Coming as a mystical happening of tremendous proportions
that will sweep the Earth into a new orbit and translate her people into light. I have
always felt the more we think we know, the less we really know! What I have come
to realize is that the Second Coming is you.” We are individuals entertaining our
divinity and rediscovering our closeness to one another and to our Creator. Thus,
the “Second Coming” becomes our second opportunity to rise above our differences
into the oneness and the unity of Community. Much has been written about and
revealed concerning the “Second Coming” within the pages of the University’s
materials, lessons, books and courses. But always there is more as the quest
continues. A wonderful quest it is—full of revelation, amazing truth and thoughtprovoking ideas.
We are in a tremendous change and your energized faith and attention to the Divine
Will as your Inner Voice will assist in guiding the Earth and her creation into a new
chapter of Light and Life intended. Fear not, it is I.
A wise and loving Australian Aboriginal Elder Guboo Ted Thomas used to say,
“The best is yet to come!” And so it is. Bear witness to this by your life and by the
joy that fills your cup to overflowing as you gratefully receive the “Second Coming”
of the God Presence all through His creation.
Be blessed!
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A Letter from the Director
Last night and early evening (September 23, 2008) I, Crystal, was made particularly
aware of the movement of incoming swirls of Light lifting this vortex station at
Mount Shasta, California. I could see with inner vision the spiritual “takeover” of
this Planet, and as I watched I could see the whole area—perhaps the entire Earth—
being coaxed into ascension. Every particle and molecule was dancing as they
circled with the wind of light! The area where I live was vibrating and ascending.
Quite a show of force!
The Daily Scripts, given to me each day and released by the University, have been
preparing all of us for a graduation into Light. These daily revelations bear the
mark of Lord Sananda and the World Mother. They offer wise guidance,
understanding and a deep abiding love to all in these times of planetary change. Email patriciajepsen@melchizedeklearning.com to subscribe.
Yet to ascend with the planet comfortably and in joy, it is vital that human beings
now let go of the world that was created out of a consciousness of separation from
God. The Door to the new dimension of Light and Love will not open for us until we
signal that we are ready to enter, to forgive and be forgiven, and to detach from a
world of illusion. All power and all authority is leaving that world.
The
Melchizedek Records, presented through the University of Melchizedek and
translated through the dimensions of Being by my hand, carry the New World
Consciousness and the presence of the great Masters of our Universe and Beyond.
There are other star systems, you know, other places of refuge.
Yes, the Light is increasing. The University has been assigned to this planet to assist
in the acceleration of heightened awareness and the awakening of planet Earth. You
are invited to take advantage of the University web site and its many offerings of
mystery school teachings at www.melchizedeklearning.com. Our University
staff is at hand to assist you in this program.
Warmly,
Crystal (Patricia Jepsen)

Every time you ask for God’s assistance in your life, Spirit answers as Spirit. Integrating
your system as the mind alters, the heart opens, and the denser body shell drops away, the
Spirit of God realizes Itself in you as you. (From Immortality by Patricia Jepsen)
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